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This bibliography has been compiled 'as liart of a continuing seri designed

to make information on relevant dissertations available to users of le ERIC

system. Monthly issues of,Distiertation Abstracts International reviewed

Ju'yorder-to Qompire abstracts of dissertations- on related tApi , which thus

beSomeraccesAible in searches or the ERIC data base. Orderi inlormation

for th'e dissertations thems'elves is iacluded at the end o le bibliographY.

Abstracts of the following dissertations are'incluc in this collection:

Barr, DonOd E. Goldn , Jane Ellen .

*
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Boster, Frhnklin Joseph
\
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ING MESSAt:E'SELECTION, COMMUNICATION DURING ACTIVITY OF

SHORT TERM IMPRISONED WOMEN .

Brown:Gerald Lee
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'nu: USE. OF MAss DISTRII1UTION AS A METHOD OF
DIFFUSING IDEAS ON C01.1.h:GE AND UNIVERSITY
TF:ACHING Order No. 79131359

HARR, Donald E PILD State Ilniversity of New York at Buf-
falo, WM. 17'app.

;Pe"'
It is the purpose of this Investigation to expand (won tur-

rently accepted theoretical concepts Of dissuminatIonldtffusim.
,a.s nah.y Loscribos how information on teachingFurther, to I

provement Is disseminated via the mettuxi of marts distribut
and what Impact tho mass.distributwn of such information h .

This stud; evilluates a specific poojeet that attempted to
disatninate teaching improvement ideas by employing the
mass aist I Ii lOt Itili method. The study is a secondary analysis
of portions of the data that were collcted for tho evaluation of
the amis../ Magazino Teaching Improvement ProjoCt. The por-
tion Tirihe Charrtle project evaluation that was employed were
the results of a quest 1 onna tie that was sent to a sample of
recipients of the Charige Magazine Reports on Teaching. The
data were uNett te test present diffusion theory, and to generate
a potential rue t kletlng of preseet theory by subjecting certain
questionnaire Items to the Guttman scaling technique..Also,
in an effort to describe what happens to mass distributed mate-
rial, results of relevant questionnaire items are presented
along with comparisons of how different groups used the Re-
ports On Teaching and were affected by it.

The largest proportion Of respondents to the questionnaire
indkcated they read the Reports; shared them, reported tat
some activities occurred at their Institution 3S a result (hired
or indillect) of the Re'ports, and v.eported that they found partic-
ularly intelesting or useful ideas about teaching in them. *The
data generally support the Rogerl five-step adoption process
bLxonolny .uid his four-step innovalion-decision process taxon-
omy. A, ne'w potential reordering of present diffuslim theory
was generated for these data.

AU three scales ehare considerable eubstantive-base. The
potential., reoidering also tends to reinforeW Rogers' concept
of 'confirmation. The potential reordering Also tends to fur-
ther break down the Rogers contepts and attaches specific
actione to them.

From the results of the`intestionnaire analyses, ia Is 0-,

parent that some things happened as a- result of the Reports
that went bevtsid the logical expectations of a mass distribu-
tion effortsharing, activities, change, and planned change.
And, these data point out.ge rts in factors that should be taken
into consideration when conducting a mass distributlinheffort

4on teaching ideas.
The major theoretical implications of the study are that,

.

first, wht're teaching improvement is the subject of diffusion,
the ...Rogers five-step process should not be discardedespe-
cidly the.initial steps. lt has,been argued that awnreness-
knowledge are important factors in diffusitig Ideas on teaching
improvementperhaps the.most important. Second, it has
also been argued that where teaching improventenj is con-
cerned, diffusion theoty should not emphasize adoption or
adoption, but changes in behavior and attitudes irregardless
of what the change is. This is so that the thrust of the diffu-
sion be on rreating_knowledgeor awareness and in arousing'
interest In the general area of improving one's own teaching.

This investigation also holds implii,ations for mass dis-
tribution as a media in diffusing ideas on teaching improve-
ment First, mass distribution has potential fer creating more
than just awareness-knowledge. Second, if wide-spread change
is desired, mass distribution should be only one method in:the
overall change strategy. Third, these data bear out several
factors in making a mass distribution effiat effective.

4.
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AN EMPATHY MODEL OF alMPLINOE-GAINING MES-
SAGE SELECTION Order No. 7917670

ROSTER, Franklin Joseph, Ph.D. Michigan State University,
1978. ,99pp.

In thje dissertation a model of compliance-gaining message
selection is presented. The model assumes that the persuader
estimatel the emotional reacthei of the lietener to the persua-
sive message on a c'sa,ttiinuiui from positive to negative. Each
persuader line a poilt that continuum (ethical threshold)whIch
the person would use an hose thnt he would not use. If the ,

message is more positive tbn the ethical threshold, then the
person vould (Me that meSsa e. If the message.ls more nega-
tive than the ethical threshold,'elten thut message would be re-
jected. \Wa from two experiments, ofielerformed by Marwell and
Sctiiatt ana the other by Miller, Rost( , Roloff, and Seibold,

swelItr.found to be consistent with the im
The question ot situatioaal difference compliance-gaining

mepsage selection was also investigated. A ain both the Mar-
well and Schmitt data and the Miller et al. da were examined.
The primary situational determinant of comp ance-gaining
me sage selection was the beneficial nature of tl situation.
Pe sons were found to be willing to use nmre neg: lye men-
Hag s when they were tryleg to persuade the other or hlsown

Inally, the question of Individual differences in co pliance-
gaining message selection was exenined. Christie and els'
Machlavellianism scale was finuni te be multi-dlmmisiona and
only one of the dimensions, negativism, was found to corre te
substantially with compliance-gaining message use, This (11
ing was interpreted as illustrating that cynical persons are
willing to use more negative messages to gain coniplianee than
are those who are less cynical.

THE RHETORIC OF DIVORCED CATHOLICS GROUPS AND
THE FOUNDING OF A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION

Order No. 7923983

BROWN, Gerald Le6, Ph.D. Temple University, 1979. 426pp.

A grassrqo(s phenomenon in the Roman Catholic Church le
spreading throughout the)Jnited States and Canada at an ex-
tremely rapid pacel Divorced Catholics Groups. At a time of
crisis and confusion in the Catholic 'Church, Divorced Cath-
olics Groups have provided a much,needed voice for a growing
and previously silent constituency in the Catholic Church and
a concrete service of support and care, within the Catholic
community, for htmdreds of thousands of fellow separated and
divorced Catholics who otherwise would have gone unhelped.

The first group emerged, in 1972, at the Pauliat Center in
Boston; a few dozen separated, and divorced Catholics met with
a sympathetic priest for minual support and encouragement.
Word of their success spread rapidly, and, today, theie are
over 500 Divorced Catholics Groups In the United States and
Canadawepresenting over 250,000 separated, divorced, and
remarried Catholics. In November, 1975, at a convention
which drew over 500 participants to Boatqn's Paulist Center,
forty-eight (98) group delegates voted to create the North
American Conference for Separated and Divorced Catholics
4NACSDC) with five general objectives: pubAlcity, coordina-
tion, education, advocacy (within the Catholic Church),and
political voice (both within and outside the Catholic Church).

This study explains, from a rhetorical perspective, the
rapid growth of Divorced Catholics Groups and the emergence
of the NACSDC. More specifically, it identifies, interprets,
and explains the Arbal symbols, both vfritten and spoken,
which led to the founding of a national organization.

The following major features characjerize the study: Rhe-
torical PerspectivA. The study adopts principifs and methods
of 'contemporary' rhetorical theory and criticism. It takes a.
message-centered approach to criticism, explaining the power
and interrelations of symbols and symbol systems. The Cyber-
antic Approac communication Studies, The NACSOC is
treated as a c highly complex determinate °machine'



defined by recurring symbols, conmamications patterns, and
transformations. The NACSDC, aaa symbol system, is com-
pared and contrasted to other major' symbor eystems, both-
present and in the past, tor example, the commueications pat-
ternsbof the Pre-VatIcan 11 Catholic Church. Symbols and Sym-

..
Loile,...rattertot. The study concentrates on those.transforMA-
lienal symbirls and symbolK patterns which explain moat ,
forcefully the rapid growth of the NACSDC an a significant
symbol eystem within the contemporary Roman Catholic
Church. Metaphors. More narrowly, the atudy examines the
pivotal Interpretlie anti Archetypal Metaphors eitplaintug the
ayetem's seW:bientity, growth, and Influence. InduetIve Ap-
proach_ to Ithetorilal Criticism. The l'hetorical/critical con-
structs, chosen as tools of analysis, reflect, as much as possi-
ble, the nature of the material itself. Partielvrt -Observation..
The critic, a Roman Catholic priest, has been privileged to
work clooely.with the leaders'of the NACSDC.

Another feature Of the study is th'else.of Historical Anal-
yeic as a preamble to rhetorical analysis. The stages chosen
for analysis, the Interpretive Metaphors ("Hope,' "Reform,'
and "MinIstryn, and the Archetypal Metaphor ("Death-to-
Life) used to analyze each stage of growth grew inductively
aut of a process of historical analysis (the recording, orga-
nization, and explanation of felevant communication behaviors).
Moreover, the scope of the study, Spring, 1972 -November,
1975, flowed from historical analysis.

Because of its size and scope and its position within a
clearly defined language 'system, the NACSDC offers the con-
temporary critic multiple opportunities for testing the validity
'of contemporary rhetorIcal cbnst ructs as c r it ical tools. It ,
also, provides opllortunities for improving the constructs or

AN EXAMINATION OF TilE CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS
OF COMMUNICATION AND OF THEIR IMPLICATIONS
FOR SCHOOL PERSONNEL IN DEVISING AND SELECTING
STRATEGI ES FOR COMMUNICATING WITH THEIR PUBLICS

Order No. 7922741

CATES, Ward Mitchell, Ed.D Duke Unfversity, 1979. 183pp.
Supervisor: David V. Martin 6

The purposes of this study were (1) to develop a c'enceptual
framework which would assist in organizing the writings and
findings of authors' and researchers Wth o have investigated com-
munication, (2) to use this framework to organize ii*ZiNtings
and findings in such a way as to make apparent their interrela-
tionships, apd (3) to develop a series of coMmunication strate-
gies for school personnel which were leased on the conceptual
foundations defined by the organization of these works a roll"
the conceptual framework.

This writer examined a sizeable portion of the literature on
communication paying particular attention to models of the corn-/

, munication process. He generalized a modei of communication
which incorporated-the salient elements of the models exam-
ined and used this model as a base In developing a conceptual
framework around which he organized the 4t1igs and re-,
search findings. He then derived twelve gene alizations which
rppresented the conceptual f ndations of col munication:

GENERALIZATION 1: cial and psyc logical factors
ect the extent to which anAndividual can 6e Informed br per-

' su ded by a messagb.
ENERALIZATiON 2: The more an encoderrisnOws about

Ms dience and their methods of receiving infonmation, the
more fficiently he should be able to communicate.

GE ERALIZATION 3: Social influences sucif as refer-,
ence gr ps and opinion leaders often filter messages, thereby
influenci the amount ot information which reaches an Audi-
ence and metimes changing the nature of thqt.information.

GENEIR LIZATION 4: Recognizing the influences present
in social st ctures, thb encoder should include le his khowl-s
edge about audience knowlede of the influence of opinion
laders and ference grouPs. v

GENERAL A,TION 5: Individuals who give vbhnitary pub-
lic support to issue are likely to increase their support of
the lame and n y 'serve as persuasive decoders (or mossapa
doipporting that sue.

GENERALIZATION 0: Credibility abased on the per-
deptions which the audience has about the source of a message.
Favorable perceptiOns increase the_ likelihood that a message
Will be effective at informing and persuading that audience. ,

GENF.IIALIZATION.7i Knowledge of the psychological
prOcesses by which persuasion occurs may help encoders
tailor more credible and pernuasiVe messages.

GENERALIZATION 0: Physiological restraints, psycho-
logical needs, linguistic baeriers, and channel limitations all
Influence the way In Nthich.a message Is received and inter-
preted.

GENERALIZAON 9: Selected perceptual hrocesses--
both conscillus and unconscioutt-determine the quantity and
persuasiveness of messages which reach an audience.

GENERALIZATION 10: The eXtent to which linguistic and
perceptual influences will affect the effectiveness of a mes-
sagets related to the degree to which the audience and com-
municator have common experiences.

GENERALIZATION 11: Rdcognizing that there is an Mar-
relationship among channel, Tnessage, and audience, communi-
cators should determine whickshiumels are most effective
with"their audiences for communicating which types of infor_
mation.

GENERALIZATION 12: Feedback should help cononuni-
catoredetermine the effediveness of their efforts at commu-
nication by supplying information about-the appropriateness of
channel and code selection, and the fidelity with which the mee-
sage was received. -

To display She conceptual foundationj3 of cotnmunication
and as an aid In relating the derived gener,alizations to com-
munication strategies, this writer developed a model of the
process of communication ae it-operates for school communi-
cators and other communicators operating onder similar re- .

strainta. He proposed a series of five communication Witte--
glee tor school personnel which were based on an understanding
of the cofifevtual foundations of communication:

STRA GY. 1: Surveying the receivers.

STRATEGY 2: Creating audiences.

STRATEGY 3: Penetrating internal filter*(perceptual,
linguistic, andspsychologicral).

STRATEGY 4: Penetrating external filters (opinion lead-
ers and reference groups)..

STRATEGY 5: CollectinKeedback.

In each strategy he suggested approaches to controlling as
many of the factors which influence communication as pos-
sible. He also.suggested techniques for implementing each
strategy.

THE NEWSPAVER IN EDUCATION PROGRAM IN THE
STATE OF MARYLAND: A CASE STUDY IN THE COMMU-
NICATION OF A STATEWIDE PROGRAM TO THE EDUCA-
TORS OF THE STATE Order No. 7924029

COWAN, Marlene Stone, Ph.D. Temple Hnivecsity, 1978.
293pp.

.

Purpose of the Study

The study analyzed the,conununication problems faced when.
.an industry and a few edqcators wish to develop an educational
program to be t5sed within echool systems statewide. The
Newspaper infducation Prograzn in Maryland was utilized
for a ease study, analyzed were three communication prob-
lems:

(I) the comniunication campaign used to obtain teacher
enrollment kti the worksJ4ops and in-service courses
in the state of Maryland.

the instructional,strategies utilized In training the
enrollees,

(3) the relationship of definable obstaclea to the success
of-the Newspaper in Education Program to the coin-
manication campaign, or to the instructional strate-
gies used. ,

(2)



41.
Procedures

A sample of one hundred fifty previous Newspaper in Edu-
cat(On workshop and in-service course participants were rin-
domly selected by the lottery metho!i from the 1075-46 enroll-
ment population. This sample wan mailed a questimmaire which
wee designed

to identify the previous Newspaper in Education Pro-
gram trainees now using the NIE Program in their .

class(es).

to identify previous Newspaper in Education workshop
and in-service course trainees who once used the NIE
Program but have since terminated its use.

(3) to identity preWous Newspaper in Education Program
Winces who have never used the Nemspaper in Edu-
ion Program hi their class(es),

(4) to identify reasons for the use or nonuse of fhe NIE
Program by these formAr trainees.

(I)

(2)

Summati of Results

Analysis of the communication camixtign revealed the fol-
lowing:

(1) Based on the number of workshop and 1n-service en-
rollees the communication campaign was viewed an
being successful by the NW promoters.

(2) No olher sets of receivers couldbe ascertained that
should be receiving the communication campaign in
the regular school systems, but the communication
campaign should be extended to Include: (A) special
schools, public or private, for young mentally re-
tarded adults and (D) public reading clinics.

No additional channels of cOmmunication for trans-
mitting the Campaign were suggested by the trainees.

(4) The most effective channels of comnnmication uti-
Hzed for the campign in order of effectivene-ss were:
(A) newspaper advertisements, (D) NIE Brochure,
(C) the state Board of Education Approved Course
Listing for Re -Ceet !Heat ion,

Whether o'r not the Newspaper in_Educallon Program
was used in the schools was not a result of the cont-
municat lop campaign.

Analysis of the instructional strategies revealed the fol-
lowing:

(3)

(5)

(1)
,

The NIE Program was currently being used s1r had
recently been used by 67% of tI4 samplerettirning the
questionnaire. The instructional strategies were there-
fore judged to be relatively effective.

(2) All-instruction strategies were judged to beequal in
persuading the teacher to initiate the NW Program
in Mather clasirgom.

The infrequency of use of newspapers by teachers in
their classrooms was typically not related to their par-
ticular circumstances, grade or subject level taught,
else of community their school served, or to their own
experience, level bf education, years of teaching ex-
perience, or type of NW instruction they had received.
Wilen teachers were affected by local conditions, the
size of community their school served seemed moot
to affect them: ,

(3)

A. if teachers operate in schools which serve small
communities, some tend to feel that local school'
conditions preclude them from using newspapers
when they attempt to start such programs.

B. If teachers operate in schools which serve large
communities, some lack the luotivation to initiate
such programs: But this lack of metivation was!
-not due to pressures within their school eystem
or beamse of the nature of newspapers.

(4) School administrators were affected positively by the
instructional strategies utilized in the demomktration-
lectures presented by classroom teachers using the

N1E Preeram in their classrooms, The ANPA test
results Oso had an effect on administrators' deci-
ions to use newsp.wers in the classroom.

COMMOICATION BEHAVIOR PATTERNS OF AC ADEMIC
EDUCATORS: AN ANALYSIS OF SOME V'ACTORS AFFECT-
ING INFORMATION PROCESSING Order No. 7924752

DAVOODIFAR, Hussein, Ph:D. UniVersity of Pittsburgh, 19791
192pp.

e.
Purpose of the Study_

The purpose'set Jor.the-study was tu,investigate the com
munication behayior of academic educators with regard to their
professicauti activities; research, teaching, and administra-
tion. The main concern was to concentrate in seeking rowers
to a number of specific questions concerning the extent to which
these profeseional activities, were based on the use of &awes
of communications. Focus of the research centered On the
basic Ideal() discover the relative importance of the varibus
channels both formal and informal. Five hypotheses were
tested: (1) There is no significant relationship between pri,
mary activities of respondents and their infamation needs.,
(2) Tkere is no significant relationship between scatter of in-:
formation it) an area of specialization and time spent for cue-
rent awareness. (3) There is no significant relationship be-
tween the amount of time spent for formal communication and
the success achieved in Maintaining current awareness:-'
(4) There is no significant difference anyong three groups Of
infotmation users (teachers, researchers, and adminiatra-
tors) as they become involved in.larious functions. .1(5) There
is no significant difference among various (nformation chan-
nels fOr variotls functions.

Design of the Studr .

A self-administered questionnaire was developed and.dis-
tributed for the purpose of collecting data. The instrument con-
centrated on two inajor aspects of communications: (1) Main-
taining current awareness and factors affecting this process;
and (2) Infolination function behaviov variation with regard to
relative usefulness of channels in providing the needed infor-
mation. Members of faculty of eaduate departments of edu-
cation in Pennsylvania were selected as target population.
A systematic random sample was dra\vn front this group. The
overall response was 78% (N=348). The data were analyzea
by the use of Chi sqtlare and Multivartate AnalySti of Vari-
ance.

Major Findings -

More than 90% of educators were engaged in research. The
average respondent considered 2 to 5 hours per week adequate
to keep informed on current findings. Inf9rmal channels of
communicatibn (Convel'sation with colleagues, Con(erence at-
tendance, etc.) were used slightly more (58%) than formal-vim/1-
nets (Journals, Books, etc.) in the process of current awar-
ness. A significant relation was found between primary activity
and information need. Scatter of inforned1ont4mas affecting
both time spent forcommunication And success achieved in

maintaining current awareness.
The multivariate analyses revealed that a variety of ap-

proaches were perceived to be useful for the achievement* of
different fnnctions (finding specific answer, information far a
new project, etc.) There was no sionificant variation among
three groups across various functions, but there was sk sig-
nificant variation among channels of communication, It was
found that different channels complement and supplement ach
other,

Conclusion

As the ultimate value of this seeearch, it\vas cencluded
that certain factors influence communication behavior. Time
spent for current awareness was directly affected by acatter .



of information. Scatter of information HIRAM be.considero4
an important lactor in the design and development of an tutor.-
fustian eystem: hike-Mal chalmels are important both for gen-
eral a,warencise and other specific Mnetlons. The pattern of
communication behavior that e volved in the process.of dif-
ferent functbms sapportn the assumiofl that the nature of
information need infhienceli the use. of channels. Sonic of the
recommendations arising from the.studyjnclude the establish:-
mint ?I iSelective Dissemination of Information (SDI) system,
development of Education E'ltation Index (ECI), and develop-
ment of system too-eplace twine of the informal channels'
(unctions knd iMprove facilities for others. The above have
important Implications in inform:pion sciem-e providing they
can be supported by replicatir in other fields.

VERBAL PART1CIPA1100 AND OUTCOMES IN 14EDICAL
EDUCATION: A Study of Tilt IA-Yea r Clinical ,f/iscussion
Groups Order No. 7922011

. ,

powrER, Patricia Joan, Ph.D. Claremontcaraduate School,
.1979. 319pp.

The peippose'of this exploratory study was to analyze the
amount agd cognitive level of the individual student's verbal
participatIon in small grumps and to relate it to measures of
'they entry characteristics and outcome findings. The sample
consisted of 119 third year medical students who were divided
into sixteen clinical discussion grotips of seven to nine stu-
dents each.

The input.data for these 95tmen and 24 women consisted
of three cognitive and five affective input measures. The cog-
nitive meseres included the Medical College Admission Test
(MCAT); the National Bbard of Medical Examiners, Part I
(?413ME-1), and the Watson Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal
Test A (CTA-A). Their affective entry, characteristics were
measured by three scales from the California Psychological
Inventory (CPI): Achievement via Independence (AO, Achieve-
ment via Confor mance (Ac) and Flex ibil ity ( Fx), and two

. parts of the hiventory of Professional Attitudeso(Continuing
Education and Research).

The 'process' data was obtained by observingd
taping 82 of the clinical discussion groups, which averaged 75
minutes each:over a twelve-week period. Each individual was'
clearly identified in class and on the audiotape. The amount
and cognitive level af the verbal participation of the teachers
and each of the 119 students was coded from the audiotapes
using a modified version of the Flanders System of Interaction

,Analysis (FSIA) which incorporated.the six Cognitive levels of
Bloom's taxonomy in the teacher qbestions and studen ta*
categories, Reliability of ihe verbal participation vamitbiee
'was determined by the split half reliability procedure.

The cognitive outcome measures were the students' per-
formance on the N1IME-2 and the Critical Thinking Appraisal
Test B (CTA-11). The affective outcome Measures were the
two scales of the Inventory of Professional Attitudes and a
questionnaire designed to assess student satisfaction. Out of
class activities were assessed by means of the Wrenn Study
Habits Inventory.

Th hypothesis that the amount mid quality of individual
student verbal participation in smalPgroups would improve
their tritical thinking skills and other outcome measures was
not confirmed. While the individuals' talk at higher cognitive
Weis was related to MIME-2 (rv0.31) and CTA-B (r.0.41),

. the residual in the multiple regreSsion equations after the in,
put variables weretOded was so low that tee classroom verbal..
aetivity had no measurable relationship to the outcome mea-
sures.

Multiple regressions between the students' entry charac-
teristics andtheir verbal participation in the clinical discusz
sion grtelis showed that individual students who talked at the,

, higher cognitive levels were those who had higher scores on
It the NBME-1 and the CTA-A and were more flexible as sheeen

bp the CPI Fx. There were no significant correlations between
lnput measuressand the amount of student talk at lower cogni-,
tive levels. %ef

. ,
s Bivariate product-moment 'cor relatiomi showed that student

talk was related to teacher questions at ati cognitive_levela.
This was partVularly apparent at the higher cognitive levels
of analyeis, synthesis and evaluation (r-0.43). The students'
scores on.the Wrenn Study Habits ihventory did nbt relate sig-
nifiesantly to class processee, but did relate to student salts-
faction with the Small groups. Students were generally..satis-
fied with the small grodps, but the few who had negative
comments were time° who participated infrequently.

The study showed that individUal verbid participation in
small groups could be measured precisely. While the amount
of talk at higher cognitive levels was related to certain input
and outcome meafmres, verbal participation did not 'add to
student outcomes above that contributed by their entry charac-.
teristics. Teachers' questioning and support wel:e related to
the-cognitive level of student cerhal participation. Implications
for furthe'r research and for faculty development in medical
schools wyre suggetftwLin the study.'

LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION STYLE, GBOUP ftE-
SPONSE AND PROBLEM-SOLVING EFFECTIVENESS

Order No. 7920887

GOLDMAN, Jane Ellen, Ph.D. Fortiham University, 1979.
325pp. Mentor: Paul Schweitzer

This investigation sought to determine and compare the
ratings of.groups, leadel,s and observer regarding leadership
communkatiel style, group response and problem-solving ef-
fectiveness. The study also ascertained thtt interr6lationships
of observer ratings of leader communication style, on group
response and problem-solving, effeetivenesy. Leadership com-
munication style included the dimensionsiA influence in plan-

./ ning, irtfluence in procedure, influence in leterpersonal rest-
Hones, influence in creative and critical thinking and overall
leadership. Group response included the dimensions of group
cohesiveness, qualities of spoken group communication, the
leader's interaction with group members and roielactualiza-
don._Problem-solving effectiveness included the dimensions
of problem-definition, solution generation, solution selection,
soliali0 evaluation, and total problem-solving effectiveness.

The subj. Is of this study consisted of 310 groups members
cxuprisLng 3 problem-,solving groups; 32 appointed gra*

s; lied 32 group Observers at the Maxwell Air- Force
Bask leadership training 'program in Montgomery, Alabama.
The Initrumnemits used were the Group Leader Behavior Index
(GLBI).and the'Sy'stems Analysis of Group Effects (SAGE).

The major conclusions of this study were: (I) Style A (for-
mal),Style B (technical) afki Style C (informal) were present 'at
the Maxwell Air Force Base training program, bet students
generally tended towhrd Style 13 (technical); (2) Style 13 (tech-
nical) leaders and Style C (informal) leaders differed in their
communication behaviors; (3) problem-solving groups with
Style B (tecluxical) leaders were more effective than were
Sr4ups with Style C (informal) leaders; (4) leaders t6nded to
perceive themselves as tending more toward Style B (techni-

c cal); whereas pbservers tended to perceive leaders as tending
tpward Style C (informal); (5) the variables of leadership com-
munication 'style are important and related leader communica-

'lion behaviors as are the variables of problem-solving effec-
tiveness; (6) the more. informal (Style C) the leadership .

Communication style, the less frequent is the leader's inter-
action with group members and the less is his fulfillment of
his expected role; thiimore technical the leadership communi-
cation Style (Style 13)/the more frequent is the leader's inter-
action with group members and the greater is the fulfillment
of his expected role; (7) the greater the group cohesiveness,
the more positive the qualities of comprehensibility, consis-
tency, concreteness, objectivity, cooperativeness and flexibility
91 spoken group communication; the more frequent the leader's
interaction with group mehibers; the more positive are group
Members' perceptions of their own roles; the greater the use
of their specializted skills and the water the group problem-
Solving effectiveness; (8) V. greper the gxoup problem-solv-
ing effectiveness, the greater thdleader's interaction it,h
group members, the leader's fulfillment.of his expected role,

c
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the mere vositivt are Krim) members' perceptions of their own
roles and-their use of specialized skills.

It was recommended that in leadership trokoing programs:
Style B (technical) should be stressed as the more effective
style of leadership in problem-solving work groups; that ob-
servation and evaluation of leadership communication style
Should he done by trained parties not directly involveli in the
problem-solving process; and that othe factors, such 'as group
.cohesiveness, objectivity and concreteness of spoken group
communication, the leader's' fulfilment of his expected role
and group member's' use of specialized skills influence group
problem-solving effectiveness.

NV

A PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION STUDY OF COMMUNICA-.
T1ON DURING ACTIVITY OF SHORT TERM IMPRISONED
WOMEN Order No. 7921N2

GRoss, Dellvina, Ph.D. -Rate University of Nevi York at But-
.tato, 1979. 152pp.

The purpose,,of this study was to observe short terin fe-
male inmates of a correctional facility, a population reflective,
of moat other inmate populations in that they were young,black,
poor end urban and termed themselves 'street people,' in order
to determine characteKisties of their communication behaviors.

A language-action aradigm was used to analyze communi-
cative acts sucti as self presentation, greeting and separation
behaviors' and deciSion-making processes. This paradigm,
one particularly adaptive to the participant -observation meth-
odology, consists of three hierarchically structured con-
structs; the context, the episode, and symbolic acts. Thirty-Jour three hour activity sessions were analyzed using Mr
design; seventeen sessions were conducted within a small
kitchen using cooking as the activity; the other seventeen ses-
sion' were larger actOOlty group contexts using more varied
activities.

The use of the ac/Ivity served to define the situation and
provided a check on verbalizations. Statements could be veri-
fied, and decisions could be supported, undermined, or sane-
timed by the task performance Involved. The activities pro-
vided by the researcher served as a form of reciprocity, an
important concept to observe within a participant observation
methodoksty. Protrision of activities also facilitated entry
since Inmates and-facility personnel requested these activities
be continued.

Communication behaviors observed within this study could
t?e summarized as being characteristically relational, adap-
tive, spontaneous, direct and oral In nature. The relational

.nature of communication was reflected in communication form,
content and interactions. Adaptivity was observed in adjust-
ments to new ideas, situations, materials or reetrictions. Ex-
pressions of feelings especially were direct and spontaneous;
the oral nature of cofhmunication was evidenced in approach
to tasks, learning and to new situations.

SOURCE CREDIBILITY AND PERSUASION: A SITUATIONAL
APPROACH Order No, 7917941

HARMON, Robert Roy, D.B.A. Arizona State University, 1979.
177pp.

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the
situational specificity of the relationship between source credi-
bility and Orsuasion. This relation was studied in the context
of a specific marketing Wituation. A priori, it was thought that
the persuasiveness of a given source could be influenced by the
consumption situation confronted by the consumer.

The marketing situation utilized in the study was the task
requirement to evaluate a' specific brand of home microeoin-
pater, under conditions of anticipated lease or buy. The
Interaction effects of source credibility and the lease-ors-buy
situation were examined by Means of a laboratory experiment.
The experimental design was a poettest-only, 2.X 2 X- I fac-
torial with two levels of source credibility (high and moderate), 1 )

twotevele of ownership (own and not own), and two levels of
.the duration-of-otacomes tIie hpriaon (long and short). The
major dependent variablesnwere attitude toward the pi.oduct
and consumption intentions.

The lease-or-buy situation was presented to the subjects by
asking them to assume the role that they were shopping for a
home microcomputer, with the intention of either purchasing
or leasing it, for use period of either one or three years.

. The subjects were then exposed to a print advertisement that
featured a, product testimonial that was attributed to a high-
or moderate-credibility source, Source eredibillty was manip-
ulated by describing the source in a fnanneedesigned to convey
the commonicator's degree of trustworthiness and expartise
concerrting the product. After the exposure to the advertise-
ment, the subjects-were asked to complete the opinion question-
naire,

Four major hypotheses wore tested in this study. These
hypothese4 predicted two:way Anteraction effects of source X
oWnerehiP and source X duration of outcomes, forthe attitude
and intention measures. The predicted source X ownership
interaction was found for the attitude measure but not for con-
sumption intentioos. The predicted source X duration of out-
comes interaction did not materializek The moderate-credibil-
ity source was more persuasive in the nonownership condition.
Conversely, the high-credibility source WAS more effective in
the ownership condition. This effect was caused by the decline
in persuasiveness, of the moderate-credibility source, from
the nonownership to the ownership condition. The effect of the
high-creJibility source did not vary appreciably between condi-

Cognitive-response theory was used to explain the re-
suite. Since initial attitudes toward the product were poaitive,
the nioderate,credibility source should be more persuasive
than the high-credibility source. The less ?nstrictive dimen-
sions of the lease-or-buy situation, such as nonownership,
ahould augment the persuasiveness of the moderate-creclibility
source. The more restrictive dimensions, such as ownership,
should cause the persuasiveness of the moderate-c redibililyslurce to fall

THE EFFECTS OF CAMERA
ON JURORS' RESPONSES TO

KAMINSKI, Edmund Paul, Ph.l?
1978. llapp.

SHOT AND WITNESS TYPE
A VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION

Order No. 7917725

. Michigan State University,

The advent of videotape in the legal system has aroused
many cpncerns for jurists. One concern deals with the type of
camera shot employed when videotaping testimony. Currently,
there are few rules governing taping and presentstion of testi-
mony. Moreover, there is a paucity of research that has exam-
ined the effeets of different caoiera Shots on viewers' percep-
lions. The purpose of this thesis was to examine the effects of
three different camera shots (close-up; medium; long) ansitwo
different witness presentational styles (strong; weak) upon
jurors' responses. Specifically, the dependent measures in-
ducted jurup' perceptions of the witness': (1) composure,
(2) credt6ility, (3) authority, and (4) character. In addition,
measurs of the following were also obtained: (1) information
retention, (2) juror' interest, (3) verdict, and (4) award.

With the assistance of legal experts, a trial deposition wag
selected. The deposition was from a defendant Who was ac-
cused of negligence in industrial accident. The deposition,
which was approximately 30- minutes in length, consisted of
cress-examination by the plaintiff's attorney. It did not contain
direct examination by the defendant's attorney.

Professional actors played the roles of the witness and the
defense attorney. An actual attorney played the role of the
plaintiff's attprney.

The typb6f witness manipulation consisted of the same actor
playing two different roles: (1) a strong witness and (2) aireak
witness. The presentational style or the strong witness wail'

anel style of the weak witness was characterized as unce in,
characterized as fluent, assertive, and attentive. The
Hhesitant,

fumbling, and inattentive. The actor was trained to
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emit verbal and nonverbal cues derived front previous research
wMgh were fotind to elicit impression" otthese presentational
stylks.. -

The deptition was videotaped in color:' Three cameras
were used simultaneously in order to achieve the titraclevelsa camera shot". Moreover, the deposition was taped twice --
owe* tor each witness type. ..

One hundred and sixty-two undergxaduate students role- ,

plaYed jurors for this atudy. Subjects read a tt;a1 synopsis,
which was used in order to place the deposition in context. The
videotaped deposition was then shown. Following the deposi-
tion, subjects completed a guestiotmaire.

The resttits revealed significant main effects for the pre-
sentational style of the witness. Specifically, the strong wit-
ness was perceived to be significantly more composed, qualified
anef dYnamic than Ate weak witness. Moreover, subjects ex-
posed to the strong witness retained significantly more infor-
mation and expressed gre,ater Interest than subjects expoied
to the weak witness.

No significant main effects were obtained for cameria shot.
However, a few significant camera shot x witness type interac-
tions were obtained. The strong witness was perceived signifi-
cantly more authoritative in the close-up shot than in the long
shot. Perceptidos of the weak witness' authority did not differ
significantly across camera sh&s. The weak witne was per'-'
ceived significantly more composed in the long stofi than in
either the medium or close-up shots. No significant differences
in the perceptions of the strong witness' composure were ob-
tained across camera shots. Finally, subjects exposed to the
weak witness retained significantly more informatiOn when pre-
sented With a long shot than with either a medium or close-up
shot. Mean information retention scores tiici not significantly
differ across camera shots for subjects exposed to the strong
'witness.

While significant Interactions were obtained, the largest of
these effects accounted-for only five percent of the variance. -
From a practical standpoint, five percent is not very much.
Therefbre, in the final analysis, given a strong or weak witness,

. it probably doeS not maiter whether a close-up, medium, or long
shot is used to videotape testimony. Due to some limitations
with the present.study, this recommendation is bffered Cau-
tiously.

ATTITUI,E CHANGE FROM FOREWARNING - ITS RELA-
TIONSHIP TO THE LISTENER'S CHOICE, AND THE LLS-
TENER'S PRIOR ATTITUDE TOWARD THE TOPIC

Order No. 7927540

NUNN, Clifford Wayne, Ph.D. The Louisiana State University
and Agricultural and Mechanical College,' 1979. 145pp.
Superviser Profftssor J. Donald Ragsdale

#

The present study seeks primarily to resolve a conflict in
the literature regarding the cause of precommuniention atti
tette change. One group of researchers favor a dissonance
theory explanation for the shift arguing that attitudes change
because listeners seek to relieve stress or dissonance in their
minds caused by the knowledge that there exists an attitudeto-
ward a topic that is different from their own. Ahother theori
maintains that the attitude shift occurs because listeners taki
a 'wait and see" attitude in preparatiop for a 'Speech.

Using a Likert attitude measure 553 students in beginMng
speech classes were,tested on their attitudes toward five tia-
get topics, From the reSults of 'this prulest, 272 subjects were
selected tiho had nuxierate attitudes toward the topic of "Should
Public Employees be Allowed to Strike?" These stugients were
called individually on the telephone and asked on an appoint.-
mint basis to participate in a marketing survey for felt tipped
pone.

After conducting the survey and giving a free pen, the re-=
searcher administered the experimental treatment. 'One half
Of thi subjects were told they had no choice but-to stay for a
persuasive speech and an 'attitude survey" while the other
half wore told they did have a choice. Within each of these
groups, one-half of the subjects were told that the speech by
a credible speaker advocated the right of public employees to
strike vohile the other half of the subjects were told that the

1

speaker advocated the opposite view. They were Asked to fill,
out a short attitude survey before they heard the speech.

A similar method was used to gather data on a public smok-
lak issue. .Subjects wore debriefed on the purpose of the ex,
oeriment.

The test of which theory w:is more correct involved two
factors; the direction of attitude change and the effect of sub-
ject choice. Dissonance theory predicts attitudes will move
toward the position of the speaker, while moderation theory
predicts the attitudes will move toward the middde Jf the scale
Tegardless of the position advKated by the speak Coni-ern-
ing subject choice, drssonance theory clearly pre that if
a subiect is given a choice, the attitude change will ie greater
than if the subject is nol given a choiee.

In general, all attitudes moved in the direction of being in
favor of the right orpu lic employees to strike. This was a
generattrend regardl ss of chhThe or speaker p,osition. Most
of the poor_results Ina perhaps be explained by events that
took place in Baton Rollie, Louisiana, during the time the exr
peilment was being conducted. Public school leathers went
on strike and this strike seemed to influence attitudes more
than the treatments given to the subjects.

The smoking in public.issue data does not seem to statis-
tic-illy support the dissonadue explanation of preconununica-
Hon attitude change. The direction of,the,attitude changes of
all of the treatment groups does seem to support this expla-
nation.

In srnmary, there are few areas of statistivil significance
in the experimjntal data, and the data do not peFmit sharp con-
clusions to be drawn. The primary ste2port kir the dissonance
explanation conies from the directions in which all the means
seem to move. The eyVience of a choice main effect seems
weaker still. Studies of other explanations of the forewarning
effect are needed.

IP /

NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE commirrY caL.LEGE
OF ALLEGHENY -COUNTY AND THE AMERICAN FED-,

--ERATION OF TEACHERS LOCAL 2067: A CASE STUDY
IN THE RHETORIC OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN
HIGHER EDUCATIOM Order No. 7924616.

O'TOOLE, Rodger Kenneth, Ph.D._ University of Pitesburgh,
1979. 210pp.

There were sonic major changes that took place in the fieki
of public employment in recent years. President Kennedy ls-
sued, In 1962, Executive Order 10988 which ga4 federal em-
ployees limited rights to organize and bargain collectively.
The Pennsylvania General Assembly, in 1970, passed Act 195
which granted pear; employees the right to organize and bar-
gain collectively. The faculty of Ole Community College of
Allegheny County, in the Fall of 1971, chose the American Fed-
eration of Teachers as its representative, and entered Into its
first bargaining agreement with the College in October ,-1972.

Since collective bargaining is a relatively new phenomenon 4,
In higher education, the focus of this study islo analyze the
second round of negotiations between the Community College
and the Federation of Teachers. The study focuses specifi-
cally on the role of rhetoric in collective bargaining: In addi-
tion, the study analyzes some of the aspects of collective bar-

_ gaining that aye unique to higher education.
The three major issues In the 1974 negotiations were dis-

placement, workload and salarY, This dissertation analyzes
the role that rhetoric and argumentation played reaching an
agreeMent on the three key Issues,

The results of this study demonstrate that rhetoric and ar-
gumentation can play an important role in collective bargaining
In higher education. First ?f all, the Federation's argument
over displacement Wall able to convince the College that dis-
placement was a Federation priority. This led to the satlit-
factory resolution of this issue in the informal sessional.

S.

Secondly, although It was a third party that ingineeied a cont-
promise on the workload Issue, argumentation still played an
important role with this Issue. The arguments over work-
load brought 'the parties to an impasse on this issue, but It
brought them to this point with a clear understanding of each
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uther's poialtIon and the rationale behind Tide was the Itn-
portant funtion of argtimentaikm with this Wain', thirtify,this
stud/ found that the salary UMW does not engender tnuch
*main. The resolution of the salary Wile te (Mee dependent
.upon the suvressful negotiation, of other key assues: Thus, the
role of argument was limited with this tesue, Finally, this
study totted that the ethical appeal of the chief negotiaton he -
comee an import* persuasive OleMent in the later,. atages of .7
negotiations, The presitureet4of t ime do not per fott lengthy die-
cussion of the key issues. instead thy. credibility -or:ethlreal
optical of the chief negotiatOr *omit's the critleAl persuaelve
hietor.. . ,

There Are a feW CutleilinioliS or implIcations"that C.311 be n-'.
draws atuait Collective bargaining fur oducatore frOm this
sertat ion. First of all, )1 appears that kit.a result.of collective 7..
bargaining, faculty In colleges and universitWa will be threat

into the, public arena wheri the principles and, concepts the fac-
.:.ulty esyouse and support i 11 be r3refully nd critieally ex-

'endued. Seconkily. faculty will find themselves ip the political
arena as well.' Endoesieg and.campaigning for various candi- -

datak will be, :1 standard role .for many faculq, 'Thirdly, a een-,
-fial tissue for negotiations in education In Om near future will
be governance or the concept of shared authority. Faculty in
higher location wilt press for a joint voice in areas like-close
slze,worklo'ad, campus committees. etc. Finally, the rola-

.' tiónahiptiet.neeu faculty and administration, in the early stages.
-of unionizaikm, Is likely to be strained. This is not unnatural
because collective bargaining el(perlenee poses a new re- ,

,-lationstilp for the- stimin,istration and faculty. It will take a
pertod of t line for the .parties to mature so they can learn to
-live and get along .witK etich other In the tiew en9ronment.

COMMUNICATION INFLUENC'ES ON SEI.ECTED SUB-
STANCE ABUSE BEHAVIOIR tN M+IkICO CITY

Order No. 7017775

*-
ROTA, Josop, Ph.D. Micgan Siate Unkrersity,, Mk .2713pp,

_The purpose of this dissertation is tosubmit to empirical
test Linear Force Aggregation Theory in two different areas
of substance abuse. The dependent variables are attihrdes and
behaviors, toward alcohol and nmrtjuana.

,The central postulate of the theory prokioses that any given
attitude or t ye havtor Is determined by the simple linear agifre-
gation of a thOinformation and influence an individual per-
ceives to ave received from all external forces of communica-
tion that reach him or her with messageS relevant to the
attitude for beinwior. -Thus, each message if construed as
An Incoming force that pulls the attitude or behavior with some '
intensity anti in soll1e specific direction, although the end re-
sult will not depend on one single message or source liut ,rather
on the aggregation of all incoming forces. Messages can pro-.
cede from the definers (what others_say), either interperson-
ally or via media; or from Models (the exemplary,messages i
represented by what others do). .

Given tifkdependent substances, the set of relevant sources
of communication for the populatron we stUdied was ascertained
in an exploratOry study done before the final survey. Thirteen
sources were obtained, including five mass media definers
(television, radio, popular songs, newspapers and magazines),
five interpersonal definers (parents, siblings, other relatives,
friends at school and friends outside of school), and three
sources of exemplary messages (father, mother, and friends).

Theoretically, it was hypothesized that the "aggregated
message Intake' from (a) each set of sources of communica-
tion and (b) from all source's combined would positively corret- 1

`late with the respondents' attitude and behavior toward alcohchl
and marijuana. bifferences between sets of sources were also
predicted. .

.

° Generattyrpractically all our reseafch hypotheses were
supported by the data, although'the coefficient of multiple cor-
relation were:for the most part, lower than expected on the
basis Of Whai the theory claims and of previous tests of the
theory, The coeffielent ranged between .089 and .548. The ,

result led us to conclude that this study provides ,only moder-
...- . . A-1.. . ste.

\
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suppok:Iiir the theism nil deVeloped:4 fps- anii Ui
hesitation of the Claim mide.by Its Principle-mutate,
attitydee and tiehAlokors eke determieed by the.iggrestatiefi

'.the infornuition ih butivIdual hos reettivedlreM .all.relevahe
sources of cominVnicioi(o should 'be considered, , -

The .cdmilarison of the various Iota of coMmunicatien
sourdia clearly iildicates that the main correlate of the:40,
pendent attitudes and behaviors is the exemplary rneargisse
of, some significant others (1,e,, what the responditnts cerreive
that othars tare doing). Malta media and interperAnAlletiners
nri'alte only Marginalcontributkms of the total variaoce cx-
plaIned In the dependent measures,

THE pevELQPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL =Kilns
FOR THE COMMUNICATION TRAINING OF STAFF NUNIES

Order No. 1920228

TOTUSEli, Patricia Rankerson Fransollno, Ph.D. The Univer-
sity of Texaa at Attatin, 1979..2:34pp. Supervisor: Larry
Drowning

This's study demonstrated the usefulness of instrisetione1 ob.
;fictive. In the design of instructional actbottlee, and identified .-the- eeed to deyelop instructional objectives for planning cent-
munIcktion training for staff nurses. A method for formulating
objectivea was selecied which identified the commUnication
needs of staff nurse,s by combining pedagogy and theory formu-
lated from field research.

.-The communisation skills helpful to staff nurses were first
identified by reviewjpg existing literature concerning Ow nurse's
comniunication environment. Modele of nurse-patient, nurse-
doctor, .nurse-nursing personnel, an9 nurse-famIly etimmunica-
tion activities *ere developed, by describing the role expo"-
(ions associaied witft such interactions, A. total ..of 9.10
instrirtional objectlyes were suggested on the basie erttu-
attenal variables describe'd in the communication medeli.

The comprehensiveness and reliability of Ihe models and
histructfonal objectives deselopedifrom the literature-W.04w,
were aesessed by using observatiomand Interview technique: to *
examtee the cotnntunication behavior '-of- nurses itrhospital units.
The constant comparative-method was used to develop models.
of the communication behavior-of staff narses, by systernaticatily
aseigning observation and-interview datum to prevlopsly devel.
opector new instructional objectives, and deseribing the various
subtopics of the.objectives identified. Support waa found for 95
of the instructional objectives developed from the literature 144-view, and 27 new objectives Were Identified on the basis of data
generated'by the field research.

The-preferences nurses haye for communication instruction
sieve assessed h,y asking nurses tOindicate whith of the instrue-
tional objectives developed from the literature and field.re7
search they would be interested in learning-more about. The
nurses were found to be interested in receiving Instruction re-
lated to all the communication topics, and were motif,. interested
in topics related to nurse-doctor and nurse-nursing personnel
interactions. 'In general, instructitmal preferences were not re-
Mted to the nurse's nursing position, years of expellence, or
the hospital in which the nurse worked.

11,

i'HE COGNITIVE STRUCTURE/COGNITIVE_ RESPONSE
MODEL OF COMMUNICATION IMPACT: AN EXPERI-
MENTAL VALIDATION Order No. 7922359

TOY, Daniel Robert, Ph.D. The Pennsylvania State Uni,
versity, 1979. 472pp. Adviser: Jerry C. Olson

Understanding and measuring the impact of persuasive
communications is a subject that has received_ronsiderable
attention by a broad spectrum of both a(;Ciemic researchers

.

and public policy personnel. Although hundreds of studies
NM attempted to model and monitor the effects of persuasive
communications, little Is really known about how people cog-
nitively react to new and possibly discrepant information.

S.
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.The lank of a clear understanding df the commpnication pra-tcoos i be attritgited to the absence ed,of a process-orient
osier II provam. In cOntrast to many of the previous "black-

kW conimunicatiOn models ire two,yecent streams of cons-
munication*esearch that embody an information procebeing
INPPOPKtive, .The purpose of this study was'to combine thse
tnto peripeetiven (broadly classifteki as cognitive structure...
and cognitive response models) into co integrated commUhica-
don model and then to validate this' model uelog experimental

,

' Tb. coinitive striletoce/cognitive responke moderdevel-.
opar4 in this thesks postulates that a variety of situational and,
'mythological factone impinge on the helief encoding process. .

HoWever, only three factors (consttucts) were selectd for
analysis In this research. The three Constructs seleeted were
cognitive ptructure, cognitive-reSponse, and ego-involeament.
It was hypothesiked that pre-communication str'uctur vari-
able, and ego-.Involvennent (with,the object of the communica-
non) would influence message-induced spontaneous thought.
behavior. It was further hypothesIzed that specific types of
coinitive response wouldaffect the magnitude and evaluative
direction of post-communication beliefs and atlitudes, as well .

as .mediate belief and attitpde change.
Thi test of these hypotheses involved a two-stage, longtlru-

Anal experiment. In the first stage, subjects were asked to
complete in extensive questionnaire concerning their beliefs,
'attitudes, and behavioral intentions toward specific brands of
bread, product use, ego-involveMent with bread, and sell-
confidence. (Bread was selected as the product/object of the

, rnmunication after extensive pretesting indicated it satis-
fied certain a priori criteria.) After a two-week period, the
second stage ofslthe experiment was administered to the sub-
jects.- This stage included exposure to a persuasive communi-
cation and the elicitation of spontaneous thoughts concerning
dm mssage. Immediately after the thought-listing protocol,
subjects completed a second questionnaire. Thiaquestionnaire
inaludidtrileasures of beliefs, attitudes, and behavioral intim-

. tiens for specific brands of bread as well as measures of attri-
butional tendencies, selfconfidence, and affective reactions
to the experimental message. The experiment thus consisted

" vPmeasures of pre- and post-communication cognitive struc7
'tore, cognitive response, and other psychological factorsthat
were hypothesized to nigliate either response behavior or be-
lief cpange.

The results.of the experiment Cnclicated the following.
'First, that pre-coniimillication beliefs are related to spon-

* taseous thought activity. As hypothesized, Cognitive response
behavior is related to' the discrepaney between pre-cormuni-
cation belief strength and the 'belief strength associated with
statements in the persuasive- communication. Specifically0f

. the difference betWeen pre-communication belief strength and
the belief strength as stated in the experimental message was.
large, mote counteearkuments were elicited. Alternatively,
Af the difference was small, more support arguments were evi-
'deneed.- Second, it was determined that the degree of ego-
involvdenent with the object of the commUnication affects cog-
nitive response behavior. That is, individuals who were more
highly ego-involved with bread responded with more cognitive
thoughts than those individualS less highly involved. Third,
tha results supported earlier research findings that Icognitlie
restpons. behavior does affect certain po,st-communication .1.-
41ents of cognilive structure. For instance, counterargument
was negatively correlatedwfth the evaluativedirection and mag-
nitude of specific (proximal) beliefs and attitudes while support
argument was positively related to these structure measures.
Finally, although the evidence was not conclusive, it was found
that cognitive response activity affects changes in pre-minus-post-communication beliefs and attitudes.

In sum, this research illustrates the potential of Ahe cog-
n itive structure/cognitive response model as an effective tool
tor monitoring and understanding the impact of persuasive
communications.

'
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